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1. Introduction
Thank you for choosing Actiphy for solutions to your backup and disaster recovery plans. We
work hard at Actiphy to provide you with the most reliable, user friendly and easy to implement
solutions on the market. Actiphy Portal Service (hereafter APS) is a step further in that direction.
APS is an online portal that was designed to allow you to monitor your backup infrastructure and
generate reports from a single location on the web.
Requirements: While there are no system requirements to use the portal, each agent will need
to have direct https internet access to the portal location.
*By using the portal you agree to the terms of the license displayed on initial log in. In addition
you agree to the use of Actiphy, Inc collecting certain data and cookie information necessary to
make the portal functional.

2. Acquiring a portal account
APS requires you to have an account to logon to the portal. All accounts are issued by Actiphy,
Inc and its distribution partners. Please contact your distributor to have an account issued.
When an account is issued, you will be provided with a username and password that will allow
you to logon to the service and begin monitoring and reporting. Before an account is enabled
you will need to accept the licensing agreement.
3. General UI layout (where things are)
After you have been issued an account you can access APS from the URL
https://portal.actiphy.com
Once there enter your username (email) and password and click the Sign in button to logon.

When logging on for first time you will need to accept the license agreement to proceed. If you
do not accept the license agreement you will be logged out of the system. If you do not accept
the license agreement please contact your distributor about concerns.

After logging on you presented
with the dashboard. One the
dashboard you can confirm,
overall, how many backups have
taken place over a certain period
of time and any alerts that may
have occurred on agents. In addition, you can get a basic overview of the storage that image
files are being saved to.
On the left had site will be the main menu to navigate through the portal and on the upper right
hand site is a user icon that will allow you logoff the portal
A brief explanation for each item of the main menu is noted below:

Dashboard - a location that shows general information about the status of agents and storage,
and any problems that may have been detected in the past 7 days.

Sites - An area where you can create a group your agents for monitoring and reporting
purposes. The portal was designed with MSP resellers in mind, each site is a representation a
of agents that are located at or belong to a customer site. A explanation of how to assign an
AIP agent to a site will follow.

Users - You can manage users here. Create, remove or temporarily disable users. Current the
portal only supports creating users of the type “Admin”, they are equal in terms of what can be
done.

Reports- Various ad-hoc reports can be generated in HTML format and downloaded in other
formats. You can also create automated (scheduled) email reports that will be sent to the users
registered email address in various formats.

Licensing - In this area you can confirm a general state of agent licenses and get an overview
of license status

About - This area will contain the latest news of changes or other information. It also has a form
where you can contact Actiphy to leave feedback.

4. Adding, Modifying and removing users.
Each organization account in the portal can create, modify and remove users for that
organization. There is no limitation to the number of users that There are 3 types of users that
can be created as follows,
Administrator - This type of user has full access to all sites, agents, reports and licensing
information for the organization. This type of user can also create and remove sites and users
create ad-hoc and and automated reports and delete agents from within sites. Basically as an
administrator they can preform all functions for the organization.

User- This type of user can access specified sites and the agents within those sites. In addition
they can delete agents from sites. They have access to all reports for the sites specified and
and can view licensing information. Additional users and sites cannot be added or modified by
the user.
Viewer- This is the most limited type of account, these user have no access to monitor sites or
agents in the site. They have no access to user controls. They can generate reports, both adhoc and automated, based only on the sites specified by the and administrator.

Administrator level users have the ability to configure existing users, reset passwords, disable
users (this doesn’t delete users, but stops the account from logging onto the portal) or remove
users. To configure a user, click the drop down menu button to the right of the user and select
“Configure”

The account information for the user selected will be displayed on the right hand side of the
screen. After modify user information the changes can be applied by clicking the “Update User”
button at the bottom of the settings screen.

5. Two Factor Authentication (2FA)
Actiphy Portal Service supports logging in with two factor authentication using a time based one
time password (TOTP). In order to use this functionality you will need to install an application
that can read the TOTP QR code and generate a time based password.

Caution! If you enable 2FA and do not scan the QR code with an authentication application you
will not be able to logon to the portal. Please make sure that you have scanned the QR code
and an application is generating one time password codes (with the domain portal.actiphy.com)
Please make sure this code is available before logging out of the site after enabling 2FA for the
first time.
To enable 2FA click on the profile icon and click on “Account Info”

Your user account information will be on the right hand side of the screen, at the bottom of the
account information screen click on the button “Enable 2-Factor Authentication”.

This will generate a QR code that can then be scanned by any application that supports TOPT.
Scan the QR code and verify that the application is generating a password for the portal before
logging out. You will need to verify the one time password in order to enable 2FA, if you choose
to cancel the verification 2FA will be disabled.

To manually disable 2FA click on “Disable 2-Factor Authentication” and 2FA will disabled on the
next login.

After enabling 2FA the on the next logon the portal will require an additional one time password
in order to access an page within the portal.

6. Preparing to monitor ActiveImage Protector agents
In order to monitor ActiveImage Protector agents there requirements that must first be fulfilled.
First, you must have logged into the portal and created at least one site location. You can do
this by clicking on the SITES menu on the left hand side and then clicking on the + button the
right hand side of the sites area.

On the right hand side a panel will appear where you can enter the new site details. Please
enter the name of the site location and click create. This operation will add a new site location to
witch you will be able to assign agents.

Next, you will need to configure each agent that you want to have connect to the portal by
opening up the ActiveImage Protector console and selecting the Preferences > Online Portal.
This will show a dialog where you can specify your portal online username and password. After
specifying your online username and password, click the Logon button and in the drop down
below select a site location to which this agent will connect. Please note that you cannot create
a site location from the ActiveImage Protector console dailog, this must be done by logging onto
the portal.

After selecting the site location, the agent will automatically began to report its status to the
portal.

7. Monitoring ActiveImage Protector agents.
From the SITES menu you can access a table of previously created site. From this page you
can see at a glance the number of tasks that occurred, the number of errors, summary data
storage, and the source for backups. This information is only available from the time each agent
begins reporting it status. To get more detailed information about the site or to view more
detailed information about each agent in the site you can access the SITES monitoring view. To
do this click on either the site name or you can click on the “...” and select “Manage Site” from
the drop down menu. You can can also change the details of a site clicking on “Configure” or
remove a site by click on “Delete”. Caution: If you choose to remove a site, all associated data
that belongs to that site will also be removed. All agents, agent data, logs files, alerts, and other
information that has been collected will be completely removed. This operation is NOT
reversible.

Click on the menu item “Manage Site” will take you to the site dashboard page. Note the site
dashboard page looks identical to the main dash board page, however the data contained in the
site dashboard page is limited to the agents that belong to that site. To access more detailed
information about each agent that is associated with this site, click on the “AGENTS” button on
the left hand side menu. This will display a list of agents that are associated with the site.

The agent list provides some high level information about the client the agent is installed on.
The host name, agent edition and version, the clients operation system type, the number of
alerts and the last date the agent connected with the portal. If the agent has not connected with
the portal within 24 hours the Client icon will be highlighted in red to indicate that it is offline.
Agent information can be removed from the portal by clicking the trash icon on the right hand
side of the agent information bar. Caution: If you choose to remove an agent, all associated
data that belongs to that agent will be removed. If you remove an agent in the portal please also
remove the agent in ActiveProtector console on the agent, otherwise it will continue to connect
to the portal and report information for agent that doesn’t exits.
Click anywhere on the agent information bar will display the details of an agent. This information
include client information, disk information, task logs, schedules, agent events, storage
information. Additional information about any of these can be accessed by clicking on the
associated tab. Keep in mind that this information is not real time and there may be delay
between the agent and the portal. There is a brief explanation of details of each tab below.
Client Info, tab includes general information about a client, basic hardware, network, time zone
and OS information can be found here.

Disk Info, this tab contains a disk map of all disks found by the agent.

Schedules, includes a list of schedules that an agent has configured. This area contains
information for both agent based and hyperbagent backups.

You can access more detailed information about a Schedules by click on the Task name on the
left hand side.

Task Logs, this is a list of task logs that have occurred on the agent. You can retrieve the log
details by clicking on the Log ID, highlighted in blue. Task logs can be downloaded from the
portal be opening the details and clicking on the download button. The portal only contains log
files that have been created since the online portal agent was configured. All tasks log previous
to that time are still on the client but they cannot be seen in the portal.]

Events, this area is a list of events that have occurred on the agent and contains the same kind
of information as the aip.log on the agent. The information in this table is sortable and can give
you an overview of what happened when and may also help you to troubleshoot any issue that
might come up.

Storage, each time a backup task completes and the data is sent to the portal, the storage
information for the destination of the image file is sent to the portal. This tab allows you see
what the storage usage is for the last reported backup from any agent. In addition by moving
your pointer over the Images column, you can see a list of image files that were saved to this
destination.

Alerts, this area display a list of alerts that have occurred on the agent. If a backup task fails or
your destination storage is running low an alert is generated and displayed on this tab. You can
individually dismiss alerts by click on the trash icon, you can also dismiss all alerts on an agent
at by using the header trash icon. Not that once an alert is dismissed it can no longer be
retrieved.

To get back to the SITES page click on the Manage Account button at the top the left hand
menu.

8. Running Ad-Hoc Reports

Clicking on the REPORTS menu item from the left hand menu will take you to the reports page.
Various reports can be created and run from here. To run an ad hoc report select the Ad-Hoc
menu toggle and the select the type of report you want to run. Specify which site(s) the report
should taken from and the past number of days you wish the report to start from. Ad hoc reports
are one time reports and do not automatically re-occur.

Click Run Report and the report will be displayed on the screen.

Error information will be highlighted in a lighter red color. You can download or email the report
to your registered email address if you choose to. Downloaded report data will be be in CSV file
formation, while emailed reports will be in HTML format.
9. Running Automated Reports

From the same menu mention in section 6, you can also select to have the reports automatically
run on a periodic bases. Automated reports are sent to the email address of the user that is
running the report. To setup an automated report, from Generate New Report section, on the
REPORTS page, toggle the switch to Automated. Select the period for when the report should
automatically run, daily, weekly or monthly. You may also specify if you want to have the report
attached as an XML or CSV file. Select the type of report you want to run and the sites that it
should be taken from, and last of all specify the days range for the report. To schedule the
report, click on Schedule Report. After a report has been scheduled it will be displayed in the
Current Scheduled Reports area of the page. You can remove scheduled reports by clicking on
the trash icon located on the right hand side.

10. Agent License Information

From the licensing screen you can see a summary of information about the licensing on the
agents. This information is categorized by site and gives a basic overview of the type, edition,
number and activation, number of seats and the date of support expiration.

